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1.	Ainsworth Wind Farm

Cass County Station

Natural-gas plant, 324.4 megawatts

10-megawatt participation agreement

2.	Broken Bow I Wind Farm

18-megawatt participation agreement

	
Broken Bow II Wind Farm

43.9-megawatt participation agreement

3.	Petersburg Wind Farm

40.5-megawatt participation agreement

4.	Elkhorn Ridge Wind Farm

25-megawatt participation agreement

Nebraska City Station Unit 1
Coal plant, 652.3 megawatts

Nebraska City Station Unit 2
Coal plant, 691.2 megawatts

Gary Gates
OPPD President and CEO

2014 was a banner year for OPPD, one in which many of the seeds the district has planted
concerning sustainable energy began to bear fruit. The stage is set for the district to make even
greater strides in the future.
Our Sustainable Energy & Environmental Stewardship Division was created eight years ago to
formulate new ideas and strategically advance new initiatives, while combining OPPD’s efforts
under one umbrella. In 2014, we reached out to our stakeholders through our new Stakeholder
Process, and they told us this remains an important issue to them. They also told us they believe
OPPD is on the right path.
One of the 2014 highlights came in June when the Board of Directors approved a new generation plan that will dramatically reshape our generation portfolio for years to come. It also will
position OPPD as a leader in the nation when it comes to providing affordable, reliable and
environmentally sensitive energy services. A key to that plan is our commitment to have
33 percent of our retail load come from renewable sources by 2018. The plan will significantly
reduce emissions and help the district comply with new federal regulations.
Another key is our continuing commitment to energy efficiency. We believe we will be able
to reduce our load by at least 300 megawatts through customer participation in Demand Side
Management by 2023. We plan to accomplish this through a mixture of new programs and the
expansion of some existing programs. Best of all, we believe we can do this without negatively
impacting customer rates.
Our efforts will not stop there. We continue to work at the state and federal levels to find new
ways to promote these programs, to reach more of our stakeholders and to expand the use of
renewable energy. Through our economic development area, we also continue to work with large
industrial customers and other businesses – both existing and potential new customers – who
want more renewable energy to meet their sustainability goals.
2014 proved to be a very exciting year, but we believe even more good things are to come. Our
commitment to expanding our sustainability efforts remains as strong as ever, as does our goal to
remain one of the nation’s renewable energy leaders.
Once again, thank you for your ongoing interest and your support.

Sincerely,

5.	Crofton Bluffs Wind Farm

13.6-megawatt participation agreement

6.	Prairie Breeze Wind Farm

200.6-megawatt participation agreement

7.	Valley Station Wind Turbine

W. Gary Gates
President and Chief Executive Officer

.66 megawatt

8.	Flat Water Wind Farm

60-megawatt participation agreement

9.	Grande Prairie Wind Farm

400-megawatt participation agreement
(completion 2017)
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OPPD, an emerging leader in cost-effective,
renewable energy, continues to develop projects
and set initiatives that ensure the company’s
future is not just bright, but also green.
At the end of 2014, OPPD had 418.6 megawatts (MW) of renewables – wind and landfill
gas, among other resources. That’s nearly double
2013 output.
Two new wind farms came online in 2014,
giving a big boost to the district’s wind output.
Prairie Breeze, a 118-turbine wind farm near
Elgin, Neb., went online in May and has an
agreement with the district to sell up to
200.6 MW of generation.

Broken Bow ll, a Nebraska Public Power
District wind farm near Broken Bow, Neb., also
began commercial operation in 2014 and sold
43.9 of the 75 MW produced to OPPD.
More wind power is on the way.
OPPD has committed to the purchase of
400 MW of wind energy from the Grande
Prairie Wind Farm, in Holt County, which will
be online in 2017. That farm alone will provide
clean, renewable energy for nearly 118,000 retail
customers.

Solar Power
The cost of installing photovoltaic systems has
dropped substantially in recent years, leading
many to take a closer look at solar’s viability in

their home or business. As this trend evolves,
OPPD remains committed to staying current
and knowledgeable on solar energy to provide
customers the best information possible.
OPPD continues to partner with Creighton
University to monitor three variations of solar
power technologies. Creighton students use the
data collected from the university’s solar panels
and weather instruments to create models that
predict how much the panels will produce at
any given time. Working with this data, students gain hands-on experience with statistical
analysis and computer programming skills.
OPPD and Creighton receive a reliable estimate
of how solar panels can contribute to Omaha’s
power needs year-round.

Green Power Program
Through the voluntary Green Power Program,
residential and commercial customers help
support OPPD’s investment in renewable
energy by making a contribution on their
monthly electric bill. By year’s end, OPPD
had 5,284 Green Power customers, including
14 commercial customers.

Landfill Gas
OPPD’s Elk City Station landfill gas-to-energy
plant at the Douglas County landfill burns
methane and other gases given off by decomposing trash to generate a net output of 6.3 MW
of electricity. These gases are used as fuel, rather
than being released into the atmosphere.
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• 	Lighting system retrofits continue to be
installed, using higher efficiency fixtures
and features such as occupancy sensors.

Omaha Service Center
OPPD’s Omaha Service Center, notable for its
modern design and environmentally sustainable construction, is certified as a Leadership
in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
Platinum building. LEED recognizes those who
implement high standards for green building
design, construction and operation. Platinum is
the highest certification level achievable.

OPPD’s Efficient Vehicle Fleet
OPPD’s fleet team is cutting fuel costs and
adopting measures to remain environmentally
conscious by adopting the following:

environmental stewardship
A group of attendees checks out
the new Prairie Breeze Wind Farm
near Elgin during its dedication
ceremony on June 25, 2014.
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Recycling

OPPD Facilities

OPPD started participating in comingled
recycling in 2009. In 2014, about 141 tons of
comingled waste were diverted away from landfills and into recycling facilities. These materials
include all types of paper and cardboard, plastic
water and soft drink bottles, hard plastic containers, plastic eating utensils, soft drink cans,
used binders and foam food containers.
Since 1989, OPPD has been selling surplus
vehicles and materials in auctions, which has
evolved into participating in numerous expanded recycling activities at all facilities.

OPPD is striving for the most efficient and
cost-effective operation possible in its own
facilities.
Examples include:
•	Upgrades to the Energy Plaza East building’s
cooling system have significantly reduced
summertime energy consumption and
power demand.
•	Replacement roofs on several buildings now
use white EPDM (ethylene propylene diene
terpolymer) roofing membrane to reflect
heat.

• 	Expanding use of soy-based hydraulic fluid
for its construction equipment. OPPD has
used this fluid in aerial basket and digger
derrick trucks since 2007, and has used
ethanol and biodiesel fuel in certain
vehicles since 1993.
• 	A growing fleet of hybrid and plug-in
vehicles, primarily passenger cars and
SUVs. In addition to Toyota, Ford, Chevrolet, and International models, the fleet
includes a Ford C-Max Energi, Ford Fusion
Energi and a Chevrolet Volt that averages
more than 93 mpg.
• 	Two electric vehicle charging stations: one
installed at the fleet’s main garage and one
at OPPD headquarters at Energy Plaza.
•	A single fuel card system for internal and
external fuel transactions.
•	Recycling waste motor oil for use in asphalt
production.

•	Expanding bulk fluid use in the shops.
•	Annually locked-in bulk fuel prices, a
strategy which helps level out fuel costs.
•	Ongoing fleet right-sizing analysis. The
targets – 40 to 50 so far – are underutilized
units to be pooled, shared or traded, and
units that can be downsized, eliminated or
repurposed.
•	Using soap and warm water to clean parts
instead of petroleum-based solvents.
•	Converting from lead wheel weights to steel.
•	Using an automated pool system to handle
light-duty vehicle pools at two main fleet
sites. Planning for the use of a telematics
solution to track driver/vehicle location,
maintenance diagnostics, and odometer
and hour readings.

OPPD awarded grants for 1,252
trees and shrubs in the amount of
$30,170. The grants went to 23
nonprofits in southeast Nebraska.

•	Reducing the idle time to save fuel on
trouble trucks by installing rechargeable
battery packs on four units to run all electronic devices, tools and HVAC accessories
while the trucks are parked. This allows
almost all work to be done while the truck
is not running, saving fuel.
•	Also, installing the rechargeable battery
packs on three streetlight aerial trucks to run
the truck’s electronics without running the
engine. The streetlight trucks use their aerial
devices at more than double the rate of the
trouble trucks, justifying the investment in
the upgraded system.

Tree Promotion Program
Nonprofit groups, organizations and schools are adding
greenery to their landscapes with
help from OPPD’s Tree Promotion
2014 OPPD Sustainability Report 5

Utility Forester Dave Walsh tends to one of the
water features at OPPD’s Arboretum near 108th
and Blondo streets in Omaha.
Program. The program beautifies the landscape, benefits the environment and educates
the community on the proper selection and
placement of trees. Trees that grow too tall
can impact the reliability of electric service
and may pose safety concerns.
At an Arbor Day tree-planting ceremony,
OPPD awarded grants for 1,252 trees and
shrubs in the amount of $30,170. The grants
went to 23 nonprofits in southeast Nebraska.
Since the program’s inception in 1989,
117,756 trees and shrubs have been planted
in southeast Nebraska, with OPPD contributing more than $1.2 million in program
funding.

OPPD Arboretum
Located at 108th and Blondo streets in
northwest Omaha, the OPPD Arboretum
helps educate visitors on proper tree planting. This 26-acre site features over 1,000 trees
and shrubs, representing more than 200
species and is open to the public year-round
during daylight hours. The Arboretum area
includes:
• Electrical Safety Education Area: This
area provides a demonstration of the
trimming methods used by OPPD’s
Forestry Department when pruning trees
away from power lines. Examples of tree/
shrub species that can be planted adjacent to power lines are also included.
• Substation Overlook: Signs located on
the knoll of a hill overlooking the substation explain its parts and how each of
them functions.
6
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•	Transmission Line Demonstration: Visitors can walk through a transmission rightof-way to see the vegetation management
practices OPPD uses to eliminate unwanted
vegetation and promote the growth of
desirable plants that attract wildlife.
•	Shelterbelt, Wildlife and Erosion Control Plantings: This area contains tree and
shrub plantings designed to attract wildlife
and provide examples of soil and wind conservation measures through erosion control
and windbreaks.
•	Formal Planting Area: This area emphasizes planting the right tree in the right
place to avoid future tree/power line hazards. In this collection of trees and shrubs,
visitors can see the types of trees that can
be planted adjacent to power lines. Also included are groups of native Nebraska trees,
a conifer collection and lowland/wetland
plantings.
• Outdoor Classroom: The classroom is located within a forested area surrounded by
native tree species and connected to a hard
surface trail system.

Foresters, sponsors the program.
The Arbor Day Foundation’s requirements
for Tree Line USA are that the utility follows
industry standards for quality tree care; provides
annual worker training in best tree-care practices; participates in and sponsors a tree-planting
and public education program; has a tree-based
energy conservation program; and participates
in an Arbor Day celebration.
The Nebraska Forest Service
and Nebraska Community
Forestry Council also awarded
OPPD the Utility Award for
its public outreach and
education.

Bill Payment
Options

OPPD offers several
environmentally focused
options to its customers
for bill payment. In 2014,
paperless billing grew to
32,387 customers and
electronic bill-payment reached
an all-time high of 582,000 transactions. These
Tree Line USA Utility
Trees and good electric service are both impor- sustainable options reduce OPPD’s costs while
tant to our community. Unfortunately, the two enhancing customer satisfaction.
A simple switch to electronic bills, statements
are not always compatible, and OPPD must trim
trees for public safety and to ensure the reliabil- and payments can save one customer with three
paper bills – such as phone, electric and water –
ity of its electric service.
more than one pound of paper and 11 gallons of
For the 13th consecutive year, OPPD was
named a Tree Line USA Utility for its quality tree wastewater in a year’s time.
For those customers still receiving hard copies
care programs and services. OPPD has received
of their bills, these statements are printed on
more designations than any other Nebraska
paper produced through certified sustainable
utility. The Arbor Day Foundation, in cooperation with the National Association of State
forestry practices.

Electronic bill payment reached an
all-time high of 582,000 transactions in 2014. These sustainable
options reduce OPPD’s costs while
enhancing customer satisfaction.
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Net Metering

ener gy e ff ic ie n cy
More than 30,000 AC
Management devices have
been installed resulting in
a 45 megawatt demand
reduction.

OPPD continued its energy-management
customer education efforts in 2014 through
collaborations with organizations and vendors
who share our common goal of providing
affordable, reliable and environmentally sensitive energy services to our customer-owners.

Community Outreach
OPPD regularly reaches out to community
organizations to educate our broad range of
customers, including those with special needs
and disabilities, those on fixed or limited incomes and the elderly. By offering workshops,
educational programs and resources to various
agencies, OPPD is casting a wider net.
This year, OPPD’s Marketing & Education
Department introduced the OPPD Agency
Toolkit. Agencies working with customers in
need are provided posters, videos and other
materials – at no cost – to help those customers
better manage their energy needs.
8
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OPPD’s Energy Assistance Program partners
were provided the OPPD One Simple Step to
Budgeting and Managing Energy, a turnkey
budgeting and energy education program, complete with low-cost weatherization measures and
budgeting education and tools. This program is
part of OPPD’s involvement with the Nebraska
Energy Assistance Network (NEAN). Through
NEAN, nonprofit agencies can receive grants,
including weatherization kits and curriculum,
for the Get a Head Start on Energy program.
Workshops educate customers on wise energy
use, low-cost weatherization techniques and
energy cost budgeting.
OPPD also partners with Metropolitan Utilities
District and the Creighton University Financial
Hope Collaborative to present workshops on
budgeting for energy costs. OPPD also partners
with community-based social service agencies,
nonprofit groups, neighborhood associations
and other utilities to sponsor these workshops.

In 2009, OPPD established a Net Metering
program, which has steadily grown to 52 Net
Metering-qualified generators.
Net Metering customers who install and
operate renewable on-site generators with a
nameplate rating of less than 25kW can use
their generation to offset their energy purchases
from OPPD, getting credit for that generation
at the retail rate per kwh. If over the course of a
month the customer’s generator produces more
than what they use, OPPD buys that energy at
its avoided cost.
Some Net Metering customers have been successful in eliminating the energy component of
their bill from OPPD for several months out of
the year. Today, approximately half of the Net
Metering-qualified generators are solar-powered
and half are wind-powered. Thirty-nine of these
generators are located on residential premises
and 13 are on non-residential premises. In
2014, the Net Metering generators produced an
estimated total of 520.8 MWH and customers
sold 17.5 MWH to OPPD.

Commercial Heat Pump Program
OPPD provides a one-time incentive of $50
per nominal ton for the installation of the
following types of electric heat pump HVAC
systems in commercial and industrial (C&I)
facilities:
•A
 ir-source heat pumps, minimum 13
Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER)
• Water-source heat pumps
• Geothermal heat pumps
OPPD’s Commercial Heat Pump Program
offers a full spectrum of turnkey geothermal
and water-source heat pump design solutions

for commercial facilities. The Environmental
Protection Agency considers the geothermal
heat pump system the most efficient heating
and cooling system available.
Omaha Public Schools (OPS) and OPPD
partner on many geothermal systems as OPS
continues to pursue energy efficiency for their
students and value to their residents as part of
its 2014 bond issue passed in November.

AC Management Program
Since launching in 2012, OPPD’s Air Conditioning Management Program is surpassing
program goals and contributing to a reduction in OPPD’s peak demand. This program
reduces the use of electricity on the hottest
days of summer when demand is highest.
Reducing this peak demand helps delay the
need for new power plants,
saving money for OPPD and its
customer-owners.
On some summer days when
demand for electricity is highest, the device manages the AC
or heat pump in approximately
15-minute intervals (on for 15,
off for 15), for 2.5 hours between 4:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.
By the end of 2014 more
than 30,000 AC Management
devices were installed, a 45
megawatt demand reduction –
similar to the demand of about
seven hospitals.
The program has a high satisfaction rating,
with 88 percent of participants saying they
would recommend the program to friends and
family.

Area students tour OPPD’s print
shop and view promotional
materials that were made there.
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Energy Advisor
OPPD’s Energy Advisor is a valuable
resource for customers with energy-related
questions. The Energy Advisor helps them
understand home energy consumption
and how to use energy wisely – from home
energy analysis, heating and cooling, to
standby generation, electric safety, lighting, insulation, weatherization and OPPD
customer solutions.
In 2014, the Energy Advisor responded
to more than 1,200 customer inquiries. Of
those inquiries, more than 900 customers requested follow-up information about
their energy usage. Two-hundred customers
requested historical data on their home’s
electric usage for tracking energy inefficiencies and improvements.
Information provided to them included
OPPD online links to energy tips, the Energy
Efficiency Video Library and OPPD’s “Roadmap to Energy Savings.” Popular topics in
2014 included renewable energy and power
quality issues.

Energy Codes
OPPD worked with the Nebraska Energy
Office (NEO) and Midwest Energy Efficiency
Alliance (MEEA) to educate and bring awareness to energy code compliance. OPPD supported NEO’s International Energy Code and
Building Science training workshops, worked
with MEEA on energy code issues in Omaha
and throughout Nebraska and attended
MEEA’s Regional Energy Codes Conference.

Realtor Training
Due to changes in energy codes and a
newly introduced energy-efficiency rat10 2014 OPPD Sustainability Report

ing system for homes, OPPD proactively
reached out to area realtors through
the Omaha Area Board of REALTORS®,
Nebraska Real Estate Commission and
Nebraska Public Power District (NPPD)
to educate realtors and create allies in
spreading the word to residential
customers.
Efforts resulted in the development
of an accredited, professional real estate
training course, Building Science/Energy
Codes 101. Hundreds of realtors have attended the courses, which are held at the
Omaha Area Board of Realtors offices.

Speakers Bureau and
Speaker Series
In 2014, the OPPD Speakers Bureau
accommodated 173 speaker requests. Of
those, 63 requests (35 percent) were for
energy-efficiency presentations. Additionally, OPPD presented on energy careers,
environmental stewardship and alternative fuels to area schools, churches, community and professional organizations,
and businesses.
OPPD also hosts an annual speaker
series. In collaboration with the Omaha
Public Library, the events rotate to various
libraries in the Omaha metro area. Speaker Series topics vary from year-to-year,
with the exception of energy efficiency,
which remains a popular topic.

Jeff Karloff, division manager of
Production Engineering & Fuels,
gives a talk as part of OPPD’s
Speaker Series.

& Renewable Resources in 2014. The academy drew 20 high school juniors and seniors
interested in engineering and architecture.
Interactive workshops focused on homebuilding science 101, lighting lab work, a
tour of OPPD’s LEED-certified Omaha Service
Center, community sustainability modeling
and a commercial building energy analysis
review. Students also assembled their own
solar smartphone charging kits.
Panel participants – experts in their field –
included a certified energy rater, a professor
of sustainable education, a city of Omaha
energy code planner, and an owner of an
integrated sustainability strategies company.

Energy Saving Trees Program
Since 2013, OPPD and the Arbor Day
Foundation have partnered to provide 4,100
free trees to customers through the EnergySaving Trees Program. Customers learn
about planting trees for energy savings, as
well as safety around power lines.
Customers reserve free trees on a firstcome, first-served basis using the Energy-Saving Trees Web tool. The tool helps customers
choose the planting location to maximize
energy savings. The trees are shipped directly
to the customer’s home free of charge.
According to the Arbor Day Foundation
and iTree data, benefits from this program
include (calculated at the point when the
trees reach 20 years of age):

UNO Sustainability Academy

•		 239,675 kWh of energy savings

In collaboration with the University of
Nebraska at Omaha and the Peter Kiewit
Institute, OPPD held the second annual
Academy of Sustainability Environments

•A
 lmost 7.3 million gallons of storm
water runoff reduction
•		Over 2.8 million pounds of carbon
sequestration

•	Nealy 7 tons of air pollutants reduced

Environmental Partnerships
In addition to OPPD’s energy education, OPPD
also partners with community organizations and
vendors to help with training and create awareness
around energy codes and management. OPPD
works with local certified energy raters, the city of
Omaha and Omaha by Design.

High Efficiency Homes / Home
Energy Rating System (HERS)
OPPD encourages customers to make a smart
investment by buying homes that exceed the
International Energy Conservation Code (IECC)
minimum standards. These homes are certified by
a Residential Energy Services Network (RESNET)
Certified Energy Rater.
Ratings are based on a Home Energy Rating
System (HERS) score, which rates the energy
efficiency of a home as compared to a home built
according to 2006 minimum standards. The lower
the score, the more energy efficient the home is.
New homes are typically built with a HERS
score of 50 or below. That means the home is 50
percent more energy efficient than a home built
to minimum code requirements. In 2014, 462
new homes in OPPD’s service territory obtained a
HERS score and either qualified for the ENERGY
STAR New Homes Program or the Certified HighPerformance Homes Program.

Watt Detector Program
OPPD’s Watt Detector Kit program, a
collaborative effort with area public libraries,
is raising awareness of energy consumed by
household plug-in appliances.
The partnership has grown each year since
beginning in 2010, and 155 kits are now available
in 38 public libraries throughout OPPD’s service
2014 OPPD Sustainability Report 11

An ECO 24/7 project at Nebraska
Medicine’s Sorrell Center had an
estimated annual utility cost
savings of $77,000.
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territory. In 2014, 466 kits were checked out.
A new program to involve students in energysaving efforts began with OPPD providing the
Omaha Public Schools with 100 watt detectors.
Teachers at all grade levels can check out the
equipment for student use and incorporate
energy education into their science class
curriculums. Students are encouraged to take
watt detectors home, learn what it costs to
run electric appliances and, hopefully begin
making wiser energy choices.
Studies show that people using electricity
monitors like a watt detector will save between
5 and 20 percent of their monthly energy
consumption by watching their energy use and
making effective changes. Changes can include
unplugging small appliances when not in use,
and replacing incandescent bulbs with more
energy-efficient compact fluorescent light bulbs
(CFLs) or light-emitting diodes (LEDs).

Project GreenFlick
Old habits die hard. That’s why OPPD works
to stop energy-wasting habits at a young age
through educational programs like Project
GreenFlick.
Project GreenFlick is a video contest in which
high school students throughout OPPD’s service
territory research various energy-efficiency topics
and create 30-second films for their chance to
win cash prizes. These prizes of up to $1,000 are
split between the winning students and their
schools. The video that receives the most votes on
Facebook is given the People’s Choice award.
This year’s winning video cautioned customers
about the cost of vampire power – power used by
devices that are turned off or in standby mode,
but are still plugged in and sucking energy.
Through these creative videos, students not only

demonstrate an understanding of energy efficiency,
but also learn ways to incorporate energy-saving
habits into their daily lives.
In 2014, more than 30 videos were submitted
and nearly 400 votes were cast during the People’s
Choice voting period. During the contest, OPPD’s
Facebook “likes” increased by nearly 20 percent.
The winning video was also featured at two Omaha
theaters and shown prior to all movies in December.

Energy Commissioning &
Optimization (ECO 24/7)
Through the implementation of ECO 24/7
projects, OPPD has successfully saved business
customers up to 50 percent on their utility bills
while also cutting peak demand. This contributes to
OPPD’s goal of doing what it can to delay the need
to build additional generation. ECO 24/7 projects
are implemented from customer-funded services
provided to any OPPD business customer interested
in becoming more energy efficient. These projects
also play a key role in many customers attaining
ENERGY STAR status for their buildings.
OPPD has been implementing ECO 24/7 projects
since 2002 and has a growing list of customers,
including the University of Nebraska Medical
Center (UNMC), the Lund Company, Gallup and
the General Services Administration. These projects
provide energy savings and demand reduction that
has proven sustainable for at least 11 years and
counting. Customer satisfaction with ECO 24/7
projects has consistently been in the top tier, which
contributes to OPPD’s JD Power success.
The ECO 24/7 approach includes a whole
building energy study, which identifies key areas for
savings and then follows up with implementation
projects using state-of-the-art technologies and
control algorithms. ECO 24/7 projects also qualify
for OPPD’s Innovative Energy Efficiency Project

(IEEP) Incentives.

Innovative Energy Efficiency
Project Incentive Program
The IEEP program is designed to encourage
OPPD’s business customers to take a wholebuilding approach to energy efficiency and
demand reduction through the use of innovative
solutions. The program provides incentives for
both energy studies and implementation projects.
To qualify, a project must lower annual
energy consumption by 10 percent or greater
and reduce peak demand. The incentive is
paid based on the peak demand reduction as
verified by OPPD. Another qualifying criteria is
that the project be completed by one of OPPD’s
22 qualified service providers. Receiving and
maintaining IEEP Service Provider status requires

program training and completing a request for
information, which focuses on the organizations’
ability to provide sustainable energy and demand
reduction projects.
To date, the program has resulted in nearly
13 MW of demand reduction.
IEEP projects may include the following:
•	ECO 24/7 project and other similar building
energy-efficiency projects
•	Energy management systems upgrade and
optimization

Students from Omaha North
High School are shown with their
honors from the Project GreenFlick
video contest. North High fared
extremely well in 2014 with five
of the seven honorable mentions
and two of the top three overall
winners.

•	Chiller/boiler plant upgrades, retrocommissioning, or optimizations
• Air distribution system retrofit and control
upgrade/optimization
•	 Rooftop units retrofit and optimization
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•	 Heat pumps retrofit and optimization
•	 Motor upgrades
•	Variable frequency drives and/or
high-efficiency motors
•	 Air compressors
•	 Refrigerant systems

Smart Grid Overview
Smart Grid technology is the wave of
modernization that is bringing utility electricity
delivery systems into the 21st century through
automated and computerized systems. Such systems
are made possible by two-way communication
technology and computer processing that has
been used for decades in other industries. Smart
Grid benefits for utilities and customers include
big improvements in energy efficiency on both the
electricity grid and at the home or office, power
reliability, and customer service.
Some utilities have started to offer such
applications, but the integration of the technology
is still in its infancy. OPPD is monitoring the
industry to determine how quickly it must
adopt Smart Grid technology. This involves
ensuring members of the internal Smart Grid
team are involved with projects that
include technology purchases and data
storage needs as well as demandside management programs and
distribution automation.
OPPD has approved a plan
to establish a pilot project for
Smart Grid technologies. The
detailed location and design
will be completed in 2015 with
construction scheduled for 2016. The
pilot project will enable OPPD to verify
expected benefits and how the complex
14

technologies involved work together to benefit
the customer.

Time-of-Use Rates
These rates offer OPPD commercial and
industrial (C&I) customers rewards in the form
of lower demand charges when they shift or
reduce their usage during peak load time periods
in the summer months.
OPPD offers C&I customers these rates, along
with the curtailable rates explained below, to
help “shape” its customers’ peak demand for
electricity, thus deferring the need to build
new power plants.

Curtailable Rates
C&I customers on curtailable rates receive
credits or payments for curtailing or interrupting
their energy use for a set period of time at
OPPD’s request. They do so by reducing load,
shifting load to another time, or by using their
own back-up generators.
In 2014 there were 26 C&I customers at
53 specific sites taking advantage of a curtailable
rate, placing 70.6 MW of curtailable energy
under voluntary and mandatory contracts.

Smart Energy Expo
OPPD continues to be a participating sponsor
of the Smart Energy Expo, which highlights
products and services for saving money and
maximizing a home’s energy efficiency.
OPPD representatives staff a booth at the
trade show and provide information on highefficiency HVAC systems, lighting, proper treeplanting, watt detectors and more. Customers
have also been very receptive to OPPD’s “Road
Map to Energy Savings,” a guide that lays out
the proper steps a homeowner should take for
energy savings.

Commercial ENERGY STAR
Challenge
Sixteen buildings in OPPD’s service territory
earned the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s (EPA’s) ENERGY STAR certification
in 2014. Thirteen were renewing their status,
showing their continued commitment to energy
efficiency. ENERGY STAR status signifies that the
building performs in the top quartile of similar
facilities nationwide for energy efficiency and
meets strict energy-efficiency performance levels
set by the EPA.
Commercial buildings that earn EPA’s ENERGY

STAR certification use an average of 35 percent less
energy than typical buildings and also release 35
percent less carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

Lighting Incentive Program
This program offers incentives to business
customers to retrofit or replace inefficient lighting
systems with new energy-efficient ones, resulting
in major energy savings for customers and
improved lighting conditions for workers. OPPD
reimburses retrofits, up to $20,000 per building
per year. Retrofit projects must be preapproved
to ensure funding and must be submitted by an
OPPD qualified trade ally. Lighting trade allies

Long-time meter readers, from
the left, Audwin Brown, Bob
Reynolds and Bill Parrack stand
in front of a new fleet vehicle
equipped with automatic meter
reading technology.
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OPPD takes an active role in social
media by providing customers
with important outage information, industry news and energyefficiency information.

attend annual training and annually commit to
providing no cost, no obligation proposals to
OPPD customers.
The program has had great success since it
began. Trade allies benefit from increased sales and
customers benefit from lower utility bills. Presently,
OPPD has over 50 lighting trade allies. In 2014,
almost 200 projects were completed, resulting in a
total demand savings of nearly 2 MW. To date, the
Lighting Incentive Program has contributed nearly
15 MW to OPPD’s demand reduction. In 2014,
OPPD continued to expand the program
to include a number of new LED
applications, which proved to be
well-received and set OPPD apart
from a number of other utility
lighting programs.

RTU Controller Incentive
Pilot Program
In 2012, OPPD introduced
the Roof Top Unit (RTU)
Controller Incentive Pilot Program
partnering with the city of Omaha’s
reEnergize program to bring energy efficiency to
notoriously inefficient RTU’s. This partnership
resulted in greater market penetration of RTU
controller technology and increased customer
awareness of the potential to improve the
performance of their existing units.
OPPD has gained national recognition for our
work with this technology. The market is just
now starting to take hold and has coined the term
Advanced Rooftop Unit Controllers, to describe
these technologies. OPPD has been instrumental in
the development of this market and continues to
promote energy efficiency in rooftop units.
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Small Business Pilot
OPPD is piloting an industry-transforming
building-management system aimed at small to
midsized business customers. In 2013, OPPD was
awarded an American Public Power Association
(APPA) Demonstration of Energy Efficiency
Developments Grant to help finance the pilot.
The system integrates several existing
technologies. The pilot was initially focused on
energy efficiency and demand reduction, but
has evolved to include demand response. The
system utilizes nonproprietary wireless technology,
requiring no special licensing fees. The pilot is
a collaborative effort involving four other APPA
utilities, with OPPD acting as the facilitator.
As of December 2014, OPPD had five customer
buildings operating with the buildings system
(SmartStruxure LiteTM). OPPD also held two
successful demand response events by utilizing the
technology in 2014 and is on track to call up to 10
more events in 2015 to finalize data-gathering.

OPPD has been a key partner in promoting ENERGY
STAR-certified buildings. Morrissey Engineering is one
of the ENERGY STAR-certified buildings in Omaha.
Photo by Tom Kessler

Social Media
OPPD continues taking an active role in social
media by providing customers with not only
important outage information and industry news,
but energy-efficiency and renewable and carbonfree energy information.
Customers can get quick energy-efficiency tips,
links to OPPD’s how-to weatherization videos and
more via OPPD’s Twitter account – twitter.com/
oppdcares. With Twitter, OPPD connects customers
to many tools and resources, as well as renewable
and carbon-free energy information found online.
The company’s Facebook page – facebook.com/
omahapublicpowerdistrict – continues to gain
followers, with over 2,500 in 2014. Facebook is
used to host educational contests and provide
regular posts on energy-saving tips, weatherization,
renewable and carbon-free energy information.
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